
Ferretti International and Flight Avionics is 
working in partnership with the worlds leading 
VR Video production studios, bringing you the 
latest Next-Gen simulation experiences.

Minimum height: 2300 mm

Maximum height: 4400 mm

Maximum width: 3100 mm

Maximum length: 5100 mm
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Ferretti International and Flight Avionics are 
proud to offer a new exciting product.

 is available in
3, 4 or 5 seat options and
is a fully 360 degree rotational 
VR Motion Simulator.

- New for 2018
- Fully rotational
- Logic safety restraint seats with 

overhead harness
- Available with Virtual Reality 

headsets to minimize simulator 
operational area, or, 3D large format 
wrap around screen

- High Spec Audio solution

Options Including

- Multiple VR or 3D Ride movies
- Show control computer system
- Immersive theatre screens

Totally Immersive Visuals

Riders will experience a total 
immersive visual experience combined 
with incredible dynamic motion.

Multiple units can be combined to 
give a high capacity ride creating the 
best simulation experience currently 
available on the market.

Designed with
Safety as a Priority

 features 
mechanical interlocks. Due to 
these innovative safety features
                   simulator is the safest 
360 simulator available on the 
market today.

We have combined thrilling 360°  
motion with the best quality 
VR  headsets in the business to 
create  a truly unique simulation 
experience.
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